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ABSTRACT

This study has analyzed the impact of cash flow on profitability among commercial banks in Kenya over a period from 2005-2009. It was specifically conducted to explain the influence that various components of cash flows have on profitability growth. The objective of the study was to establish the causality that exists between the profitability and cash flow. This was prompted by the need to unravel the mystery on whether profits are driven by cash flow or the vice versa.

The study was carried out by analyzing the various banks profit measured by the profit after tax the dependent variable and the cash flow components (operating, financing and investing) as the independent variables. Multiple regression models were used to study the relationships between these variables. SPSS was used to support the analysis and to provide a basis for the conclusions drawn.

The findings for the study indicated that profits among commercial banks improved tremendously during the last five years. Cash flow from operating activities experienced the same trend which was occasioned by the improved performance which translated to financing and investing cash flow which have shown consistent increase over the five years. Cash flow from the financing and the investing activities were found to have a great influence (positive) of the banks profit while operating cash flow have a negative effect.

This implies that increase in financing cash flows by way of borrowing positively contributes to the bank’s profitability. Consequently, the more they borrow the more they boost profitability. It also means that banks with high loan portfolios will definitely experience higher profitability as compared to banks with stringent lending practices. In order to increase profitability it is important that banks focus on boosting the financing and investing cash flow as they have a significant and a positive impact on profitability. Banks should invest in activities such as branch network expansions, Installing ATM machines as well as borrowing and increasing loan portfolios. The central bank therefore need to provide the right conditions to facilitate lending by commercial banks by adopting sound monetary policies such as reduced lending rates as well as liquidity ratios among the commercial banks to enhance the lending potential by the banks.

Banks should also supplement their incomes through borrowing either from other banks or by floating bonds as this will boost their profitability.